[Changes of external respiration, brain circulation and the EEG in acute hypoxia in the subjects with different hypoxic resistance].
Two groups of individuals were distinguished in experiments with acute hypoxic action (respiration of oxygen-nitrogen mixture with 8 % oxygen content) - with low (LHR) and high (HHR) resistance to hypoxia. In subjects of the LR group, slowing down of the pulse rate and lowering of arterial pressure in the shoulder artery were observed on the 5th-10th minute of hypoxia. In the HHR subjects, primary growth of the pulse rate was followed by its stabilization; no significant changes of the arterial pressure were observed. In LHR subjects, in the first 5-10 min of the hypoxia, a significantly lower level of the blood oxygen saturation was observed in comparison to the HHR. In the LHR group, there was a higher increment of amplitude-frequency index of the rheoencephalogram in comparison to the HHR, indicating a higher increment of the cerebral blood flow. The slowing down of the pulse rate in the LHR subjects was accompanied with increasing cerebral pulse volume, so that in spite of the pulse rate slowing, the minute volume of cerebral circulation increased. In the LHR subjects, two-phased dynamics of the EEG was observed: in the first phase there was a slow growth of theta- and delta-band EEG spectral power, in the second phase (on the 5th-10th min of hypoxia), sharp (200-300 % of the background level) growth of the EEG spectral power in those bands was observed. In the HHR subjects, gradual growth of EEG spectral power occurred with relative stabilization on the 10th-12th min of hypoxia. Possible role of the stress in the collapse-like reaction during acute hypoxia is analysed, which might cause increase of the oxygen request of the brain, higher growth of cerebral blood flow and more pronounced lowering of functional activity of the brain in the LHR subjects.